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About the Urban Land Institute

The Urban Land Institute is a nonprofit research and education organization whose mission is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land and in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide.

The Institute maintains a membership representing a broad spectrum of interests and sponsors a wide variety of educational programs and forums to encourage an open exchange of ideas and sharing of experience. ULI initiates research that anticipates emerging land use trends and issues, provides advisory services, and publishes a wide variety of materials to disseminate information on land use development.

Established in 1936, the Institute today has more than 34,000 members and associates from some 92 countries, representing the entire spectrum of the land use and development disciplines. Professionals represented include developers, builders, property owners, investors, architects, public officials, planners, real estate brokers, appraisers, attorneys, engineers, financiers, academics, students, and librarians.

ULI relies heavily on the experience of its members. It is through member involvement and information resources that ULI has been able to set standards of excellence in development practice. The Institute is recognized internationally as one of America’s most respected and widely quoted sources of objective information on urban planning, growth, and development.

About the Building Healthy Places Initiative

Around the world, communities face pressing health challenges related to the built environment. For many years, ULI and its members have been active players in discussions and projects that make the link between human health and development; we know that health is a core component of thriving communities.

In January 2013, ULI’s board of directors approved a focus on healthy communities as a cross-disciplinary theme for the organization. Through the Building Healthy Places Initiative, launched in July 2013, ULI is working to promote health in projects and places around the globe.

Through the Building Healthy Places Initiative, ULI is leveraging the power of ULI’s global networks to shape PROJECTS AND PLACES in ways that improve the health of PEOPLE AND COMMUNITIES. The organization is focusing on four main areas of impact:

• RAISING AWARENESS. Raise awareness of the connections between health and the built environment in the real estate community, and work to make sure health is a mainstream consideration.

• DEFINING THE APPROACH. Help define and share information about the design elements, programming strategies, materials, and other approaches that improve health for people.

• EXPLORING THE VALUE PROPOSITION. Build understanding of the market and nonmarket factors at play in building healthy places, and the value proposition of building and operating in health-promoting ways.

• ADVANCING THE STATE OF PRACTICE AND POLICY. Using the ULI membership as a lever, and in partnership with others, advance the state of policy and practice.

Learn more and connect with Building Healthy Places: www.uli.org/health.

Share your story via Twitter: #ulihealth.
About the Center for Active Design
The Center for Active Design is a nonprofit organization that promotes architecture and urban planning solutions to improve public health. The mission of the Center for Active Design is to reduce the risk of obesity and chronic diseases by promoting physical activity and healthy food access through the design of buildings, streets, and neighborhoods.

As a resource for design professionals, policy makers, community organizations, and the real estate community, the Center for Active Design promotes and expands upon the Active Design Guidelines created by New York City. The Center maintains a multidisciplinary perspective in the translation of health research into design solutions that amplify the role of architecture and urban planning in improving public health and well-being.

For more information, visit http://centerforactivedesign.org/.

About This Report
Building Healthy Places Toolkit: Strategies for Enhancing Health in the Built Environment outlines evidence-supported opportunities to enhance health through changes in approaches to buildings and projects. Developers, owners, property managers, designers, investors, and others involved in real estate decision making can use the strategies described in this report to create places that contribute to healthier people and communities and that enhance and preserve value by meeting the growing desire for health-promoting places.
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Abundant glass and skylights let in natural light at the Livestrong Foundation office in Austin, Texas.

(Paul Hester)
AROUND THE WORLD, many communities and countries are facing troubling health trends. By 2030, chronic diseases will cause 52 million global deaths per year, nearly five times the number of deaths from communicable diseases. In 1970, just one in eight American adults was obese (with a body mass index of 30 or higher). Today, it is one in three adults. Health problems have become a drag on economies and the futures of individuals, families, communities, and nations.

In the face of these health challenges, the design of our built environment has become a key element in combating the risk factors for chronic disease. Health does not stop or start at the doctor’s office—it begins in homes, workplaces, schools, and communities. Evidence shows that where we live and work has strong links to health.

This report identifies opportunities to enhance health and to enhance and preserve value by meeting growing desires for health-promoting places. This report is targeted at the shapers of buildings and projects from design to operation, including developers, property owners, building managers, investors, and others involved in decision making about real estate. These actors can play a role in crafting places that contribute to a healthier community fabric, places that promote better health for all and that will ultimately result in higher, more sustained market returns.
Building on much good work at the city scale, many people are now focusing on the basic building blocks of a community: buildings and development projects. The fabric of a city is woven from these units. Many untapped opportunities exist to do more to prevent poor health and to promote good health, in developments themselves and in the way that they interact—physically and socially—with their communities and neighborhoods.

The development industry—real estate developers, property owners, operators, and managers, and others involved in the direct delivery of real estate, both public and private—has a profound influence on the world. Everyday project decisions the industry makes directly affect the future of communities. What if more of these decisions had health at their core?

ABOUT THE TOOLKIT

This report is intended to serve as a resource and reference for those seeking to shape buildings and projects in ways that enhance and promote health by making specific evidence-supported design and programming recommendations that relate to health. The toolkit builds on previous publications from the Building Healthy Places Initiative, which seeks to leverage the power of ULI's global networks to shape projects and places in ways that improve the health of people and communities.

Previous ULI publications include the foundational report Ten Principles for Building Healthy Places (see box on page 5), as well as Intersections: Health and the Built Environment, which reviews interconnections between health and the built environment. Building for Wellness: The Business Case, discussed on page 4, highlights 13 projects that have used health-promoting design strategies and analyzes the market response. Taken together, these publications provide the development community with critical insights for creating projects that promote health.

This toolkit takes the conversation further by unpacking how to pursue healthy development practices. It serves as a resource and reference, outlining specific, practical,

---

INSIGHT

Richard J. Jackson, M.D.
Professor, Environmental Health Sciences
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES (UCLA) FIELDING SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Health happens not in your doctor’s office but where you live. Our high-cost medical system is mostly ineffective in creating healthfulness. We can’t change our genes, but we can create good places, homes, and communities that make it easier for us to be more active, happier, and healthier.
and evidence-based strategies that can improve health outcomes. The toolkit is targeted at shapers of buildings and projects from design to operation.

The report outlines 21 evidence-based recommendations for promoting health at the building or project scale. These 21 “gold star” recommendations are organized according to three categories: physical activity, healthy food and drinking water, and healthy environment and social well-being.

At the heart of the report lies a rigorous review of existing health literature. The 21 recommendations all have strong supporting evidence. A list of practical implementation strategies and best practices, grouped according to their available evidence base, supports each of the 21 overarching recommendations.

The recommendations and strategies in the report meet the following criteria:

- **EVIDENCE-BASED RECOMMENDATIONS.** The toolkit identifies 21 evidence-based recommendations, which are in boldface type and numbered throughout. These recommendations have strong supporting evidence, defined as peer-reviewed publication of at least five cross-sectional or two longitudinal studies or an equivalent systematic review with significant findings.

- **EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES.** These strategies support the 21 recommendations. The listed strategies have strong supporting health evidence in at least one supporting peer-reviewed publication.

- **BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES.** The best practice strategies lack a published health-evidence base at this time but are anticipated to promote health, given theory, professional practice, and industry standards. More research is encouraged.

**SYNERGIES**

Ample research from ULI and other sources points to strong market and consumer demand for places that support healthy behaviors. The survey-based research effort *America in 2013* identified strong market preferences for walkability, proximity to parks, and other wellness-related community features, with 76 percent of U.S. millennials saying walkability was an important community characteristic.1 Pedestrian-oriented communities with access to transit have been shown to garner higher rents and retail sales.2 Bicycle infrastructure can have an economic payoff, with homes located near bike paths commanding a 10 percent price premium.3
Similar impacts are seen at the building scale. In the office sector, innovations are being driven by the “war for talent”: the unrelenting need for employers—especially technology companies—to be able to attract the very best, through a compelling package that includes an optimized work environment.

Building for Wellness: The Business Case, a 2014 report by ULI, profiled 13 projects that had health at their heart and that generated a market response that exceeded developer expectations. Building for Wellness estimated that health-enhancing features accounted for a minimal percentage of overall development costs, especially when planned for at the onset. 4

What’s more, the rise of health-conscious building users—tenants and owners—could pose risks for buildings or projects that do not meet health objectives. In the same way that sustainability made some buildings obsolete from a market-acceptance perspective, a growing focus on health could shift perceptions about places that are not perceived as health promoting. Forward-looking approaches can help mitigate these risks.

Importantly, many of strategies in this report overlap with sustainability objectives. A healthy and safe environment is a prerequisite for healthy people, and practices that promote and protect the natural environment can enhance human health. The recommendations in this toolkit build upon and advance practices that promote a healthy planet—and healthy communities.

Taking It to the Next Level

The 21 recommendations in this report represent a tremendous opportunity to benefit health. The following implementation considerations could greatly enhance the impact of the recommendations:

- NEW PARTNERSHIPS THAT SUPPORT HEALTH PRIORITIES. Formal and informal partnerships can help developers, property owners, and managers build bridges,

Children play with movable foam blocks at Columbus Commons in Columbus, Ohio. (Randall Schieber)
increase impact, and ensure the ongoing success of a project. Nontraditional partners include foundations, schools, health care providers, and health-focused nonprofits.

**DEEPER UNDERSTANDING OF COMMUNITY HEALTH NEEDS.** Each community has particular and specific health challenges, needs, and goals. A health profile can help build an understanding of health challenges that the project can address. Health impact assessments can be used to analyze the potential health effects of a proposed project and to identify strategies for reducing harm and increasing benefits.

**MEASUREMENT OF HEALTH OUTCOMES.** We measure what we value. In partnership with other professionals, the real estate industry can help facilitate efforts to measure health outcomes and grow the body of evidence about what works for health, so that practices can be improved in the future.

**USE OF LANGUAGE THAT REINFORCES HEALTH MESSAGES.** Words matter. Language that reinforces health, wellness, and well-being can help spur behavior change. Make the healthy choice the visible choice by emphasizing healthy options, such as walking and taking transit. This report is grounded in a rigorous review of the health literature, with the understanding that the included recommendations and strategies can be referenced in marketing language.

**CONSIDERING HEALTH AT EVERY STAGE OF REAL ESTATE DEVELOPMENT.** Because many of the design recommendations and strategies in the toolkit look at the base building or project design, considering them at the outset of a project and revisiting them at each key decision-making stage of a project are essential.

**Health for All**

Market drivers for health-promoting development features are strong, but regardless of income, education, or ethnic background, all people should have the opportunity to live, work, learn, and play in places that allow them to live long, healthy lives.

Today, too many people do not have the opportunity to be healthy because they live in places that make choosing healthy behaviors extremely challenging: they lack access to healthy foods and places that make physical activity easy and are exposed to environmental toxins. Improvements to the physical realm and built environment should enable everyone to enjoy the best health possible.

---

**EXPLORATION**

**Ten Principles for Building Healthy Places**

In August 2013, a group of interdisciplinary experts convened by ULI developed a set of principles for building healthy communities. These principles draw on insights gleaned during three Advisory Services panels conducted in Colorado in spring 2013 and are elaborated on in the ULI report *Ten Principles for Building Healthy Places*, released in fall 2013. The ten principles are the following:

1. **PUT PEOPLE FIRST.**
2. **RECOGNIZE THE ECONOMIC VALUE.**
3. **EMPOWER CHAMPIONS FOR HEALTH.**
4. **ENERGIZE SHARED SPACES.**
5. **MAKE HEALTHY CHOICES EASY.**
6. **ENSURE EQUITABLE ACCESS.**
7. **MIX IT UP.**
8. **EMBRACE UNIQUE CHARACTER.**
9. **PROMOTE ACCESS TO HEALTHY FOOD.**
10. **MAKE IT ACTIVE.**

A building or project’s impact extends beyond its physical walls. Projects that enable or encourage social ties and connections, that use strategies to facilitate stronger physical links, and that work to address community needs enhance both real estate and community values. Playgrounds and recreation assets should be widely accessible, for example, and consideration should be given to improving community assets outside the reach of projects. Throughout this report, we have identified opportunities for broad impact.

Every day, developers, designers, and others involved in the practice of real estate make decisions about their projects—they make tradeoffs and set priorities. They anticipate market trends. They balance community needs and wishes with financial constraints. Most of the health strategies described in this report are low-cost or no-cost adjustments to business as usual, yet they have the potential to both improve health outcomes and increase the appeal of buildings and projects. Let’s make them the norm.
APPLYING THE RECOMMENDATIONS

These schematics illustrate how the 21 recommendations might be applied in a variety of real estate typologies and sectors. (Renderings by Mark Patrizio)

**Evidence-Based Recommendations**

1. Incorporate a mix of land uses
2. Design well-connected street networks at the human scale
3. Provide sidewalks and enticing, pedestrian-oriented streetscapes
4. Provide infrastructure to support biking
5. Design visible, enticing stairs to encourage everyday use
6. Install stair prompts and signage
7. Provide high-quality spaces for multigenerational play and recreation
8. Build play spaces for children
9. Accommodate a grocery store
10. Host a farmers market
11. Promote healthy food retail
12. Support on-site gardening and farming
13. Enhance access to drinking water
14. Ban smoking
15. Use materials and products that support healthy indoor air quality
16. Facilitate proper ventilation and airflow
17. Maximize indoor lighting quality
18. Minimize noise pollution
19. Increase access to nature
20. Facilitate social engagement
21. Adopt pet-friendly policies

**MASTER PLANNED** Recommendations that apply but are not shown: 9 11 13 14 15 16 17 18 21
MULTIFAMILY

Recommendations that apply but are not shown: 1 6 10 11 13 14 15 16 18

MIXED USE

Recommendations that apply but are not shown: 6 7 8 10 11 13 14 15 16 18
OFFICE

Recommendations that apply but are not shown: 6 7 8 10 11 13 14 15 18 21

INDUSTRIAL

Recommendations that apply but are not shown: 14 15 16 18 20
SINGLE FAMILY

Recommendations that apply but are not shown: 7 8 12 15 16 18

RETAIL

Recommendations that apply but are not shown: 1 5 6 9 10 11 14 15 16 18 20
Runners, walkers, and cyclists take advantage of designated walking and biking lanes in Central Park in New York City. (Sara Hammer-schmidt)
DESPITE THE WELL-KNOWN BENEFITS of exercise, only one in five U.S. adults gets enough physical activity.¹ In an era of sedentary jobs, extended screen time, and long commutes sitting in cars, it’s no surprise that health researchers are telling us “sitting is the new smoking.”²

Design and development practices can make a significant impact by increasing opportunities for physical activity in daily life. Several studies show that people who live in places with good pedestrian amenities, bicycle infrastructure, and access to trails have higher rates of physical activity and lower body weights.³⁴ Park and playground access is also critical, since people who live within half a mile of a park tend to exercise more than people who lack park access.⁵⁶ The design of buildings can also affect physical activity habits by encouraging active circulation within the site. Regular stair use provides numerous health benefits, including reduced stroke risk,⁷⁸ improved cardiovascular health,⁹ and weight management.

1. INCORPORATE A MIX OF LAND USES
2. DESIGN WELL-CONNECTED STREET NETWORKS AT THE HUMAN SCALE
3. PROVIDE SIDEWALKS AND ENTICING, PEDESTRIAN-ORIENTED STREETSCAPES
4. PROVIDE INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT BIKING
5. DESIGN VISIBLE, ENTICING STAIRS TO ENCOURAGE EVERYDAY USE
6. INSTALL STAIR PROMPTS AND SIGNAGE
7. PROVIDE HIGH-QUALITY SPACES FOR MULTI-GENERATIONAL PLAY AND RECREATION
8. BUILD PLAY SPACES FOR CHILDREN
Several studies show that mixed land use, with shops and services nearby, is significantly associated with increased physical activity. This is because people walk more in their daily lives when they can walk to different types of destinations. Mixed-use neighborhood design can help people access shops, transit, parks, schools, and other neighborhood amenities on foot. Even single-family developments can take steps to leverage nearby town centers, retail, and other destinations.

The mixed-income Greenbridge community in Seattle, Washington, features retail, residential, and other uses clustered closely. (©Derek Reeves)

**INSIGHT**

Susan Powers  
President, Urban Ventures  
DENVER, COLORADO

**CREATING MIXED-INCOME** and multigenerational communities that offer access to healthy food and a healthy lifestyle is what I’m most interested in, and I believe the result will be improved health. My sensitivity to this issue grew out of my long-term concerns about the affordable-housing needs in Denver and other cities.

The relationship between health and poverty is nowhere more apparent than in public housing, so being part of the Mariposa master-planning team for the Denver Housing Authority was an opportunity to move the dial on many factors that could improve the health of residents.

As a private developer at Aria, I have carried the same set of values with me, and addressing the health of residents in the context of the development is just part of how we think about all of our work now. We are fortunate to be working with Regis University and the Colorado Health Foundation and with them are taking these concepts to the neighborhood scale, beyond the boundaries of our private development.

The development community needs to be looking outside of our property lines because what we build impacts others, and the neighborhoods around our properties impact what we build. We are all experimenting a little to see how some less traditional partners can work together to improve a neighborhood’s overall health.
INCORPORATE A MIX OF LAND USES

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

Provide for a mix of uses in new projects, for example, residential, retail, office, recreation, and community facilities.\(^{12}\)

Provide retail and service uses on the ground floor to entice pedestrians.\(^{13}\)

INSIGHT

Guy Perry
Executive Director, Buildings + Places, Asia Pacific, AECOM
HONG KONG, CHINA

FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE, I cannot imagine a more important factor than health in shaping our environment—seemingly obvious, yet overlooked for decades. Though people are living longer, they are leading less healthy lives. Yet, just as our built environment bears much of the responsibility for our increasingly sedentary lifestyles, reshaping it also holds the keys to reinigorating our living patterns. Our sedentary trend has been compounded by an increasingly convenient and seductive virtual world.

In spite of this and in light of this, people innately want to be human, so well-being has perhaps become the strongest marketing message in advanced economies. Communities should help sustain people’s fitness without them even realizing it, keeping the personal trainer and the doctor as last resorts. I am determined to make human well-being-oriented planning and design the preeminent theme for how we shape our environment going forward. The remarkable bonus of this real-time health focus is that it is also one of the most effective ways of sustaining our planet.
HOW TRANSPORTATION INFRASTRUCTURE IS DESIGNED determines how extensively active transportation options such as walking and biking are used. In communities that are designed to prioritize pedestrians, walking is a reliable mode of transportation with demonstrated health benefits. Biking is a great form of exercise, emission free, and one of the most efficient forms of transportation available—particularly for shorter trips under two miles. Bike lanes support real and perceived safety for all street users.14 Several studies have shown a positive association between bicycle lanes and levels of bicycling.15

ULI has endorsed the *Urban Street Design Guide*16 produced by the National Association of City Transportation Officials. The guide has detailed recommendations on street configurations in a variety of settings.
DESIGN WELL-CONNECTED STREET NETWORKS AT THE HUMAN SCALE

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

→ Design the street network with the pedestrian in mind: ensure good connectivity as well as a choice of routes for walking.\(^{17,18}\)

→ To maximize walkability, developments should favor shorter blocks (200–400 linear feet) with multiple intersections within developments.\(^{19,20}\)

Street networks with short and connected blocks create numerous options to travel from point A to point B. (Kimley-Horn)

(A) Conventional suburban hierarchical network.

(B) Traditional urban connected network.

Miasteczko Wilanow
WARSAW, POLAND

MIASTECZKO WILANOW DISTRICT is a planned mixed-use community in Warsaw, Poland, that was designed and developed at the pedestrian scale. Developed by Prokom Investments with IN-VI Investment Environments, the plan for the community began by establishing walking distances to daily needs for each resident and for all generations, including playgrounds, schools, shops, restaurants, and offices.

Rather than prioritizing the automobile, the street design and parking placement were dictated by the layout of sidewalks, cycling paths, and landscapes. Buildings are four to five stories high, where visible and naturally lit stairs are a more attractive option than an elevator. It is also possible to cycle throughout Miasteczko Wilanow and directly to the center of Warsaw on an uninterrupted cycling path. Residents walk, take stairs, jog, and cycle as part of their daily lives.

Community health statistics have supported the focus on human-scaled design: Miasteczko Wilanow has the highest birthrate in Poland and the longest life expectancy in Warsaw, while having some of the lowest rates of heart disease and childhood obesity in the city.
DESIGN WELL-CONNECTED STREET NETWORKS AT THE HUMAN SCALE

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

→ Establish pedestrian paths to allow for a cut-through in the middle of longer blocks.21

→ Reduce the amount of land devoted to parking to increase space for other pedestrian-oriented uses and activities. Leverage shared parking opportunities where possible.

→ Design blocks to minimize pedestrian exposure to surface parking lots and active driveways. For example, situate parking behind buildings and provide direct sidewalk access to building entrances and lobbies.22

TOP: The redesigned 1315 Peachtree Street in Midtown Atlanta, Georgia, replaced the circular drive with a pedestrian plaza, making the building and surrounding land uses more pedestrian friendly. (Before: Perkins+Will Inc.; after: Raftermen Photography) ABOVE: Consolidated parking creates a buffer against a neighboring highway and allows residences to be oriented around central courtyards at the West Village apartments in Davis, California. (Frederic Larson on behalf of West Village Community Partnership LLC)
The University of California at Davis's West Village neighborhood is the largest planned zero-net-energy community in the United States. The West Village also offers opportunities for physical activity to residents. The project was developed by the West Village Community Partnership LLC and designed by Studio E Architects, MVE Institutional, Lim Chang Rohling & Associates, Moore Rubell Yudell, and SWA Group.

University of California faculty, staff, and students living in the West Village have access to a number of parks, paths, and gardens that are designed to increase walking and other physical exercise, while decreasing residents' reliance on cars. Parking is consolidated along the eastern edge of the development, thereby allowing the apartments to be accessed by pedestrian and bike paths. A neighborhood bike trail, bike parking, and bike repair facilities on the premises further encourage residents to bike for recreation or transport.

The neighborhood hosts a 24-hour fitness center, sports courts, a yoga studio, and pools that provide residents the opportunity to engage in their preferred type of exercise on a daily basis.

**Insight**

**David Henry**
Chief Operating Officer, Springfield Land Corporation
Brisbane, Australia

**In 1992,** as we were crafting a vision for Greater Springfield—which will eventually be home to 85,000 residents—we selected three industry sectors that we thought would support our residential housing and employment aspirations. Health was one of those three sectors.

Now 23 years on, with a population reaching 30,000, physical activity is everywhere: we have many kilometers of bike and jogging tracks, more than a third of the land preserved as open space, fully utilized sport fields, and significant public transport usage. Health anchors our development, with 15 schools focusing on health care, primary health care facilities immersed into the six suburban neighborhoods, a new hospital under construction, health-related training courses at the university and technical college, and retirement partners about to deliver new housing to meet our aging consumer base.

We 100 percent feel that health was the right focus for us.

**Project**

**UC Davis West Village**
Davis, California

**The University** of California at Davis's West Village neighborhood is the largest planned zero-net-energy community in the United States. The West Village also offers opportunities for physical activity to residents. The project was developed by the West Village Community Partnership LLC and designed by Studio E Architects, MVE Institutional, Lim Chang Rohling & Associates, Moore Rubell Yudell, and SWA Group.

When it comes to encouraging biking, providing racks and access to trails may not be enough to get occupants of a given development or building moving. Building and place managers can take an active role in programming activities to encourage use of these bike amenities.

**Bike Clubs.** Bike clubs are an excellent way to both encourage exercise and foster a sense of community. Group rides might include regular early morning rides before work, lunchtime rides at workplaces, and weekend rides.

**Bike Races.** Bike races can encourage healthy physical competition as well as community engagement, with recognition or prizes to the top bikers to make exercise more attractive. Holding a community event centered on biking gives people a reason to head outdoors as participants or spectators.

**Bike-to-Work Events.** Bike-to-work events are a great way to encourage bicycle use in the workplace. Advertise the event ahead of time and provide biking necessities such as helmets, lights, and maps of safe bike routes to interested employees. Employers can incentivize the event by providing food and beverages for participants. This type of event can give those who have never biked to work the tools and information they need to start.

**Biking Classes.** Bike classes are a great way to get nonriders familiar with equipment, safety techniques, and rules of the road. Classes can serve as a regular exercise routine or as a way to support other bike programming such as bike races or clubs. Classes may be the first way that residents or employees are exposed to biking and provide individuals with the training necessary to become more comfortable with it.

**For More Information:**

- "Attributes of a Bicycle Friendly Community," League of American Bicyclists
  http://bikeleague.org/sites/default/files/Attributes_of_BFC.pdf
- "National Bike Challenge," League of American Bicyclists
  http://bikeleague.org/content/national-bike-challenge/
PROVIDE SIDEWALKS AND ENTICING, PEDESTRIAN-ORIENTED STREETSCAPE

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

→ Build sidewalks in all new communities to encourage walking and to help keep pedestrians safe.23

→ Include well-marked crosswalks, special pavers, and curb extensions to visually highlight pedestrians and slow traffic.24

→ Light streets, trails, and public spaces to minimize dark and unsafe areas.25,26

TOP: Sidewalks connect homes in the Mueller neighborhood in Austin, Texas. (Thomas McConnell Photography)  ABOVE: In New York City, a variety of strategies—including signs, curb extensions, medians, and special markings—are used to keep pedestrians safe when crossing the street. (New York City Department of Transportation)
Maximize transparency of facades at ground level—for instance, with windows—to increase visual interest and promote walkability.

Provide amenities such as bike racks, street lamps, public art, benches, and bus shelters to turn sidewalks into more appealing spaces.27

Include street trees and benches along sidewalks to provide shade and respite for pedestrians and joggers.21

Within large projects, provide maps and signage oriented to pedestrians—with mileage and key destination points in the area—to help people feel at ease about walking and biking.27

TOP: NACTO’s Urban Street Design Guide recommends interventions including crosswalks, trees, and bulb-outs to improve the safety of streets. (National Association of City Transportation Officials) MIDDLE: The effective use of outdoor lighting improves the safety of public spaces at Cebu Park District in Cebu City, Philippines. (Erik Liongoren) BOTTOM: Signage and maps in public spaces orient pedestrians and bikers. (New York City Department of Transportation)
PROVIDE INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT BIKING

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

→ Where possible, provide bikeways within the street network.28

→ Maximize connections to existing bicycle networks, including multiuse trails and greenways.15

GlaxoSmithKline Headquarters
PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

GLAXOSMITHKLINE’S new office headquarters in Philadelphia’s historic Navy Yard is designed to improve the health and productivity of its workforce. The project was developed by Liberty Property Trust and Synterra Partners and designed by Robert A.M. Stern Architects in association with Kendall/Heaton Associates.

In the open-concept workspace, employees are not limited to any one workspace for an extended period of time. Special features such as adjustable desks that move between sitting and standing promote healthy working habits, and workers can even exercise as they work by using one of the walk-station desks attached to a treadmill. Adjustable chairs and monitor arms offer employees a comfortable, ergonomic office environment.

A prominent lobby staircase encourages employees to skip the elevator. Amenities such as an in-office gym, walking trails, and parks with a putting green offer employees a variety of ways to stay active throughout the workday. A bike-sharing program, maintained by local bike shop Keswick Cycle, offers employees a fleet of bikes to borrow for midday exercise or running errands. A health clinic with a nurse further supports the company’s mission to make wellness a priority.
BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

→ Provide secure indoor bicycle parking in the form of indoor racks or storage rooms to ensure security and weather protection, and provide outdoor bike racks.\textsuperscript{15,29,30} Offer bike valet services.

→ Provide locker rooms and showers, which facilitate cycling and other types of exercise\textsuperscript{29,31} and offer places to store helmets and gear.

→ Set up a bike-share program to provide access to bikes for residents or tenants on an as-needed basis, particularly if the project does not have access to a larger bike-share network.

(See link for Social Bicycles in Resources section.)
HISTORICALLY, MANY BUILDINGS included a beautiful, grand staircase that people used on a daily basis. Over time, stairs have been relegated to the back corners of buildings. Incorporating well-lit, attractive, and easily accessible staircases into a project is a great way to encourage people to skip the elevator or escalator and incorporate small bursts of daily activity, particularly for trips of four floors or less.

The Teaching Center in Vienna, Austria, features enticing indoor and outdoor stairways. (BUSEarchitektur)

LEED Pilot Credit: Design for Active Occupants

BUILDINGS THAT ENCOURAGE stair use enhance physical activity opportunities and reinforce environmental sustainability goals through reduced energy expenditure from elevators and escalators. Recognizing this symbiosis between health and sustainability, in 2013 the U.S. Green Building Council released a new pilot credit called Design for Active Occupants, which aims to increase physical activity in building occupants. The credit was developed in collaboration with New York City agencies and private sector firms involved with developing the Active Design Guidelines.

To qualify for the Design for Active Occupants pilot credit, a project must have at least one main stairway that enables building occupants to travel freely between the entrance floor, occupant destination floors, and common use floors. (As necessary, access may be restricted to floor occupants through the use of security devices such as access keys and codes.) Additionally, the credit outlines a menu of suggested features related to stairway location, visibility, and design elements; signage prompting stair use; and the provision of exercise space and equipment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
> “Pilot Credit Library,” U.S. Green Building Council
www.usgbc.org/pilotcredits
DESIGN VISIBLE, ENTICING STAIRS TO ENCOURAGE EVERYDAY USE

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES ▼

➜ Provide open stairs that are unobstructed by turns or other obstacles.\textsuperscript{32}

➜ Place stairs within 25 feet of an entrance and before any elevators.\textsuperscript{32,33}

➜ Use aesthetic treatments such as vivid colors, artwork, and music.\textsuperscript{34,35}

➜ Treat stairs with the same finishing standards as other public corridors in the building.\textsuperscript{36}

\textbf{TOP:} The Gates Foundation headquarters in Seattle, Washington, features bright, open stairs. (Rachel MacCleery)  
\textbf{RIGHT:} At the Arbor House development in the Bronx, New York, the main entrance was relocated to make stairs more prominent and visible. (Blue Sea Development Company)
Use windows and skylights to make enclosed stairs more appealing.

Make egress stairs accessible and visible. Use fire-rated glass panels in stair doors or special magnetic devices that hold open stair doors and release automatically in case of emergency.

In buildings where stairwells are locked for safety or security reasons, provide keys or access cards so building users have secure access.

ABOVE: At the Bullitt Center in Seattle, Washington, natural materials and light make taking the stairs more appealing. (©Nic Lehoux) RIGHT: Electromagnets hold open doors to fire stairways at the Center for Architecture in New York City. (Emily Young)
INSTALL STAIR PROMPTS AND SIGNAGE

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

→ Provide stair prompt signage at elevator banks and at the base of or entrance to staircases.  

→ Install wayfinding signage to direct visitors to the nearest stairway.

Mariposa
DENVER, COLORADO

AT MARIPOSA, an affordable housing redevelopment project located southwest of downtown Denver and redeveloped by the Denver Housing Authority, physical activity is encouraged through thoughtful design and programming choices. Located adjacent to a new light-rail station, Mariposa encourages the use of active transportation options with a bike-sharing program and supportive classes, and the community center features an attractive, interactive internal staircase and lots of programming to get people moving.

Signage has been shown to be effective at encouraging people to use the stairs. (Clockwise from left: Brandie Mies/1100 Architect; Sara Hammerschmidt; NYC Department of Health and Mental Hygiene.)
PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS

WELL-DESIGNED and well-maintained parks and playgrounds of all sizes serve as venues for physical activity and recreation, increase access to nature, and boost the value of surrounding properties. Parks and playgrounds shape community identity and serve as the backdrop to social interactions among different ages and groups. In one study, researchers found that those living within half a mile and a mile of a park used it for around 50 percent and 16 percent of vigorous physical activity time, respectively. Playgrounds are essential resources in helping to combat the childhood obesity epidemic.

Rancho Sahuarita
SAHUARITA, ARIZONA

THE MASTER-PLANNED COMMUNITY Rancho Sahuarita, located near Tucson, Arizona, and developed and owned by Sharpe & Associates, was designed with healthy living at the forefront.

The lake’s clubhouse provides residents with numerous opportunities for physical activity, including a 6,000-square-foot fitness center, dance and aerobic studios, splash park, and lap pool. The clubhouse also features an outdoor “adventure park” with tennis and basketball courts, a mini golf green, and a children’s playground. Homeowners association dues cover more than 50 different fitness classes offered in the clubhouse, including tennis, basketball, ballet, karate, and yoga.

An extensive network of recreational amenities, such as a ten-acre lake with an adjacent park and walkable promenade, encourage physical activity. The development maintains two large parks complete with pools, as well as smaller parks throughout the grounds with volleyball courts and play equipment for children. Forty miles of paved walking paths and bicycle trails, including a kid-friendly safari trail with life-size bronze animals, connect residents throughout the community.

Rancho Sahuarita has partnered with Carondelet Health Network to maintain an on-site primary and urgent care facility, as well as to offer programming that encourages physical activity and a healthy lifestyle, like a children’s summer camp and a health and wellness lecture series.

At the Superkilen park in Copenhagen, Denmark, unconventional play equipment encourages children to run and climb. (Iwan Baan)
PROVIDE HIGH-QUALITY SPACES FOR MULTIGENERATIONAL PLAY AND RECREATION

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES ▼

ению и рекреационные районы.

4. Создайте адаптивные многофункциональные пространства для групповых собраний, игр и социальной активности для всех возрастов.

4. Устройте многофункциональные акме (например, парки для собак, скейт-парки и лагеря).

4. Включите оборудование для физической активности для всех возрастов, таких как тренажеры для эллиптического трека и тренажеры для тренировок по кругу.

TOP: Бесплатный тренировочный класс на Центре Городская жизнь в Вашингтоне, Д.C. призывает людей быть активными. (Sara Hammerschmidt) RIGHT: Уличное оборудование для физической активности предлагает взрослым свободные места для тренировок. (Allana Wesley White)
PROVIDE HIGH-QUALITY SPACES FOR MULTIGENERATIONAL PLAY AND RECREATION

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES ▼

→ Develop on-site recreation spaces that suit the project scale, from a large neighborhood park to a parklet (which is a small, often temporary park).

→ Ensure that routes leading to new and existing parks are safe, well marked, and well lit.

→ Locate new parks and play spaces in view of busy sidewalks or streets, and incorporate appropriate lighting.

→ Provide swimming pools, where appropriate.

The minipark Pracinha Oscar Freire was created on the site of an empty parking lot in São Paolo, Brazil. (REUD Brazil)

INSIGHT
Jeremy Sharpe
Vice President, Community Development, Sharpe & Associates
TUCSON, ARIZONA

AT RANCHO SAHUARITA, we aspire to enhance our residents’ lives by creating engagement, participation, and education around health. We believe that by bringing these opportunities to the community, we can impact resident choices and ultimately create a healthier place for people to live. The key to our success lies in intentionality. Our soft programming and hard asset mix work together to bring residents out of their homes and into the community.

As developers, we have the unique opportunity and the immense responsibility to create places that impact peoples’ lives and the overall community in a positive way. I love seeing dozens of schoolchildren walking to our Safari Trail to learn about different animals or the grandparent who takes his granddaughter to our farmers market. Interactions like these encourage our team to continue striving for more innovative ways to bring healthy opportunities to community.
BUILD PLAY SPACES FOR CHILDREN

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

- Preserve or create natural terrain to support play. For example, plant trees, grasses, and other greenery; make a hill to climb or cycle around; and add boulders, tree stumps, or sand.

- Incorporate simple interventions such as colorful ground markings to inspire more active play among children.

- Think beyond classic swings and slides; install playground equipment that includes movable parts, imaginative playscapes, and opportunities for children of all abilities.

TOP: An empty parking lot was transformed into an appealing playground in New York City. (Joan Keener/The Trust for Public Land) RIGHT: Colorful ground markings inspire play for children in Houston, Texas. (Community Design Resource Center, University of Houston)
BUILD PLAY SPACES FOR CHILDREN

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES ▼

➔ Respond to the local climate by providing shelters that offer shade and wind protection.

➔ Install drinking fountains to encourage water consumption and support longer play.

➔ Provide water features, such as splash pads with fountains, nozzles, and spray pipes on no-slip surfaces, to help children and families stay cool while being active even on the hottest days of summer.

TOP: The Rancho Sahuarita development in Sahuarita, Arizona, features a splash park. (Rancho Sahuarita) MIDDLE: Drinking fountains in play spaces allow children to play longer. (Leslie Science and Nature Center) BOTTOM: Covered structures provide shade and offer protection from wind and rain. (Joan Keener/The Trust for Public Land)
Programming and Maintenance

Although providing the appropriate infrastructure for play and physical activity is critical, it is often not enough to keep people active. Parks and playgrounds also need maintenance and programming to keep them clean, safe, and well used.

Developers can partner with neighborhood organizations, local businesses, and other community groups to create and support park maintenance plans. These groups can help organize volunteers or provide financial support to help with regular upkeep of park and playgrounds, including cleanup, landscaping, and other maintenance. A maintenance plan will help ensure that all users can continuously enjoy the spaces.

Partnerships can be formed for programming and events to draw people into parks and playgrounds. Developers should identify local partners who can host free fitness and gardening classes, kid-focused activities, movie nights, and other community events.

For more information:
- “What Role Can Programming Play in Creating Safer Parks?,” Project for Public Spaces
  www.pps.org/reference/torontosafety5

RESOURCES

Land Use Mix
- “Smart Growth Principles: Mix Land Uses,” Smart Growth Online
  www.smartgrowth.org/principles/mix_land.php
- “Design Principles: Mixed Land Use (Australia),” Healthy Spaces & Places

Walking and Biking
- Active Design Guidelines: Promoting Physical Activity and Health in Design, City of New York
  http://centerforactivedesign.org/guidelines
- Urban Street Design Guide, National Association of City Transportation Officials
  http://nacto.org/usdg
- Measuring the Street: New Metrics for 21st Century Streets, NYC Department of Transportation
- “Green Garage Certification,” Green Parking Council
  www.greenparkingcouncil.org/certified-green-garages/certification
- Social Bicycles website (bike share)
  http://socialbicycles.com

Stairs
- Active Design Guidelines: Promoting Physical Activity and Health in Design, City of New York
  http://centerforactivedesign.org/guidelines
- “Design for Active Occupants,” U.S. Green Building Council, LEED
  www.usgbc.org/node/4810558?return=/credits/new-construction/v4
- Unlocking Office Stairwells: A Resource for Property Owners, Building Managers, and Tenants, ChangeLab Solutions
- “Stairwell Motivational Signs,” Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Healthier Worksite Initiative
  www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dnpao/hwi/toolkits/stairwell/motivational_signs.htm

Parks and Playgrounds
- From Fitness Zones to the Medical Mile: How Urban Park Systems Can Best Promote Health and Wellness, Peter Harnik and Ben Welle, The Trust for Public Land
- International Play Equipment Manufacturers Association website (certifies play equipment and surfacing materials)
  www.ipema.org
- Playscapes design blog, Paige Johnson
  www.play-scapes.com
Children learn to plant fruits and vegetables in the James Berry Elementary School garden in Houston, Texas. (Aker Imaging)
WHAT WE EAT AND DRINK DIRECTLY AFFECTS WELL-BEING. Unfortunately, unhealthy foods are cheap and readily available, and sugary drinks like soda are a major contributor to today’s obesity epidemic. Vending machines are ubiquitous, but they usually sell snacks and drinks that are high in sugar, salt, and fat and have little nutritional value. Unhealthy dietary patterns are contributing to current obesity and cardiovascular disease trends in the United States and globally. More than 10 percent of the world’s population is obese. Thoughtful integration of strategies that promote access to healthy food and drinking water can bolster health, sustainability, and the appeal of projects and communities.
THE RETAIL LANDSCAPE is an important component of the overall health picture. In many communities, demand for supermarkets is unmet.\textsuperscript{4,5} Benefits include supporting local agriculture, contributing to overall neighborhood revitalization, and generally promoting social well-being.\textsuperscript{6,7} By facilitating access to healthy food, developers and property owners can promote health and appeal to health-focused consumers.

The Pike Place Market in Seattle, Washington, hosts vendors selling fresh, healthy food. (Rachel MacCleery)

The TOPIC OF HEALTH has deep roots for me. I come from a medical family—my dad worked with patients struggling with obesity and type 2 diabetes. It was called “adult onset” then, but now it’s a disease of childhood. To me, that’s a motivation to design places that support healthy choices—that get people moving. Nature has tremendous restorative power, and we need to get people closer to it.

Landscape architects design places that are intrinsically supportive of health—trails, parks, plazas, the spaces between buildings. At Guthrie Green in Tulsa, we designed a park for the George Kaiser Family Foundation that now hosts an amazing lineup of exercise classes, such as yoga, tai chi, and belly dancing. The lawn suffers, but the people love it! At UC Davis West Village, we prepared the master plan for a new zero-net-energy community where bicycling is the primary mode of transportation.

These are the sorts of places where we love to walk and bicycle, where we play with our children and friends. The landscape is where we get healthy.
Provide space to accommodate a full-service grocery store, particularly in neighborhoods where there is unmet demand for healthy foods.\(^8,9\)

**Ecopark**

**HANOI, VIETNAM**

**ECOPARK**, a master-planned community in Hanoi, Vietnam, developed and designed by Viet Hung Urban Development & Investment J.S.C., is helping address some of the issues of living in Vietnamese cities. Given the quality-of-life challenges that are emerging as the country’s infrastructure development races to keep up with its rapid economic growth, Ecopark’s sustainable planning is providing residents with much-needed access to abundant green open spaces, pedestrian links, and a higher degree of safety and security while adding more than 30,000 jobs to the economy. The project also has a focus on enhancing access to fresh and safe local food, a growing concern of Hanoians.

Ecopark has designed numerous features to connect residents to local food sources. To ensure that residents have consistent access to healthy food, retail space is planned and leased with special promotional conditions for certified tenants offering organic and locally sourced food options that are grown without the use of pesticides. The community holds weekly farmers markets that provide residents with another source of fresh fruits and vegetables, as well as artisanal food products, and help support small local businesses.

Residents and students of the local school system have the opportunity to grow their own herbs and vegetables in open land plots that are provided by the development. Restaurants in the development’s town center are able to take advantage of the availability of safe, locally grown produce.
Many low-income neighborhoods are also “food deserts” that suffer from a lack of full-service grocery stores and access to fresh, healthy food. To combat this issue, an increasing number of federal and local policies are being designed to attract healthy food stores to areas with few options. Policies that lessen stores’ tax burdens and licensing fees as well as ease zoning requirements have had success in encouraging grocery stores to open in these areas. Some local policy tools include requiring fewer parking spaces per square foot, providing stores with property tax credits, and offering grants or loans to enable grocery stores to open. Some federally designated community development entities have also used the federal New Market Tax Credits program to support the establishment of grocery stores in underserved areas.

For more information:
- “Healthy Food Financing Funds,” Healthy Food Access Portal www.healthyfoodaccess.org/funding/healthy-food-financing-funds

At the mixed-use project 77H in Washington, D.C., the Walmart offers full-service grocery options. (Ed McMahon)
HOST A FARMERS MARKET

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

➔ Host a farmers market on site, particularly in neighborhoods where demand for healthy foods is not met.\(^{10,11}\)

➔ Help make farmers markets more affordable by supporting pay-as-you-can policies, and encourage or require vendors to accept Electronic Benefit Transfer (EBT) and similar payment programs.\(^{12,13}\)

TOP: Farmers markets provide ready access to fresh, local, and healthy food. (Ed Ragland/USDA)
RIGHT: Farmers markets that accept SNAP/EBT and other benefits increase the accessibility of healthy food. (Lance Cheung/USDA)

Champion Station
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

CHAMPION STATION is a redeveloped office park that incorporated numerous amenities and features that have set it apart from more traditional suburban office parks. Developed by TMG Partners, Champion Station encompasses connectivity and healthy amenities—both within the complex and nearby. Opportunities for physical activity and collaboration are abundant, including running and biking trails, sports courts, and open meeting spaces.

The development also provides opportunities for healthy food access beyond what office parks more typically provide. Champion Station is located in walking and biking distance of a number of healthy food options that can be accessed by foot or by bike, including farmers markets. The building concierge offers classes on gardening, and common grill areas and kitchens encourage social interaction and healthy food consumption among employees.
COMMUNITY FARMERS markets are convenient ways to connect people to local and fresh produce but often at a higher price than large-scale grocery stores. In an effort to increase access to the healthy food sold at farmers markets, many states have made efforts to establish an EBT system so people enrolled in programs such as the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP) or the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children (WIC) can use these benefits toward fresh produce.

Another way to increase access to produce available at farmers markets among low-income individuals and families is to match every dollar spent in cash or SNAP/WIC benefits with a voucher that is redeemable for additional food. Farmers markets that operate a Community Supported Agriculture program can seek members from a variety of economic backgrounds by basing the membership fees on income.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

▶ “WIC Farmers’ Market Nutrition Program,” U.S. Department of Agriculture

  www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/getfile?dDocName=STEPRC5085298&acct=wdmgeninfo

▶ “Farmers Markets and Local Food Marketing, Publications and Presentations,” USDA Agricultural Marketing Service
  www.ams.usda.gov/AMSv1.0/MarketingServicesPublications

HOST A FARMERS MARKET

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES ▼

→ Develop flexible spaces such as public plazas that can be used for farmers markets. The most desirable sites are highly visible and accessible, have significant existing foot traffic, and can accommodate parking for farmers’ trucks.

→ Facilitate the delivery of fresh produce baskets directly from farmers or farmers markets to tenants in office buildings and multifamily settings; for example, host a community-supported agriculture program.

A farmers market in the Mount Vernon Triangle area of Washington, D.C., hosts vendors selling fresh and prepared foods. (Sara Hammerschmidt)
PROMOTE HEALTHY FOOD RETAIL

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES ▼

→ Provide healthier foods in cafeterias, vending machines, and other retail sites.¹⁵,¹⁶

→ Require healthy food options in vendor contracts and encourage strategic pricing, product placement, and promotional standards that favor healthy options.¹⁷

(See “Model Beverage and Food Vending Machine Standards” in Resources section.)

→ Do not accommodate unhealthy fast-food restaurants in your project.¹⁸,¹⁹

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES ▼

→ Prioritize healthy restaurant options. For example, seek out companies that offer nutritious alternatives to traditional fast-food fare.

PROJECT

Stapleton
DENVER, COLORADO

AT STAPLETON, a master-planned community in Denver, Colorado, developed by Forest City, healthy food is everywhere you look. Urban agriculture is encouraged, with some of the parks offering space for residents to grow vegetables and herbs. The landscaping incorporates a number of edible options, including cherry, plum, and apple trees, berry bushes, and grape vines. After noticing how the residents embraced the edible landscaping, the developer added “harvest tables” in open spaces near some of the landscaping to encourage community gathering and interaction. Stapleton residents also enjoy regular farmers markets on the weekends, which sell locally grown produce, meats, and artisanal food items.
COMMUNITY GARDENS, edible landscaping, and small farms grow produce that can make a healthy diet more accessible. Participation in community gardening activities can increase consumption of fruits and vegetables, and when community members come together around the growing of food, the interaction promotes social bonds and connections. Local produce helps reduce pollution associated with shipping food long distances.

In recent years, gardening has enjoyed a growing popularity, a trend that is likely to continue. Small farms can take the place of golf courses as community centerpieces, can cost less on an upfront and ongoing basis, and can provide community members with fresh, locally grown food.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION:**
- “Extension Fact Sheet: Edible Landscaping,” Ohio State University
- “Edible Landscaping Basics,” in Rosalind Creasy, Edible Landscaping
  www.rosalindcreasy.com/edible-landscaping-basics
SUPPORT ON-SITE GARDENING AND FARMING

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES ▼

- Provide space for growing food on site through community gardens, edible landscaping, or a small-scale farm. 23,24

- Facilitate opportunities to get locally grown produce to residents,25 for example through farm stands, farmers markets, or community-supported agriculture arrangements.

INSIGHT
Erin Christensen Ishizaki
Associate Principal, Mithun
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
Winner, 2014 Urban Land 40 Under 40

WHAT INSPIRES ME MOST is getting to know a community’s unique DNA: climate, identity, culture, and place. Design with health and quality of life in mind is the ultimate in responsive, user-focused design. To me, innovations through evidence-based design are an exciting way to provide new choices and living environments that have a multitude of benefits—resilience, equity, human connections, and well-being.

ABOVE: The Via Verde project in South Bronx, New York, is home to fruit orchards. (Jonathan Rose Companies)

RIGHT: A farm producing healthy food is at the heart of the Willowsford project in Ashburn, Virginia. (Willowsford)
SUPPORT ON-SITE GARDENING AND FARMING

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

- Partner with local community organizations that offer gardening or farming expertise. Collaborate with them on site assessment, planning, and preparation.

- Select sites that are suitable for growing food and readily accessible to potential gardeners.26

- Assess past uses and potential pollution sources. Test soils and take steps to manage risks as appropriate, for example, by using raised beds or container gardens.27

(See Brownfields and Urban Agriculture in Resources section.)

INSIGHT

Marja Preston
Former president, Asani Development
BAINBRIDGE ISLAND, WASHINGTON

I HAVE ALWAYS BELIEVED that our social well-being has an immense effect on our overall health. The way we design buildings and neighborhoods can profoundly influence our social health, having wide-reaching impacts for individuals and communities as a whole.

In general, what is healthy for people is also healthy for the planet. For instance, neighborhoods designed to include community gardens increase opportunities for eating healthy foods, reduce the carbon footprint of food transport, and more important, create opportunities for social connections amongst neighbors.

The places we design and build now will be here for the next 100 years. As developers, we must create places that are healthy for people and for the planet so that we shape our future responsibly.
Consult available local guidelines for community garden design.  
(See Growing Community Gardens handbook in the Resources section.)

Craft a management and maintenance plan with clearly laid-out responsibilities for day-to-day gardening activities, as well as rules, security, and strategies for preventing vandalism. If needed, hire a specialty landscaper or gardener.

Via Verde
SOUTH BRONX, NEW YORK

AT VIA VERDE, a 222-unit, mixed-income housing project in New York City’s South Bronx neighborhood developed by Jonathan Rose Companies and Phipps House and designed by Dattner Architects, Grimshaw Architects, and Lee Weintraub Landscape Architecture, urban agriculture dominates.

Garden amenities and facilities are located throughout the development, including a ground-level courtyard garden, a fruit tree orchard, a fitness garden, and a community garden on the fifth floor. A local nonprofit organization, GrowNYC, is managing and operating the gardens in the first two years of operation, with hopes that the Via Verde community will eventually entirely manage and maintain the gardens.

An assortment of organic heirloom herbs, vegetables, and edible flowers is grown in the garden and distributed to residents and the surrounding community. Residents also participate in monthly workshops where they prepare food and participate in tasting demonstrations and recipe giveaways.

EXPLORATION

Soil

SOIL MAY CONTAIN a number of contaminants that can affect human health. Depending on the history of the parcel under development, it may contain chemicals or heavy metals present from sewage, pesticides, toxic cleaners, paint, or other toxic materials. Direct contact with contaminated soil is dangerous, and testing should be performed to ensure that building occupants, especially children, are not exposed to harmful chemicals.

Soil should be tested before planting any plants intended for human consumption or when new soil is used to fill planting boxes. Organic farms can reduce water and soil pollution and are a best practice for farms operating close to people. Raised beds can provide a barrier from contaminated soil on site.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

- Reusing Potentially Contaminated Landscapes: Growing Gardens in Urban Soils, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
- “Soil Testing Is an Excellent Investment for Garden, Lawn, and Landscape Plants, and Commercial Crops,” Ohio State University
- “Interpreting Your Soil Test Results,” UMass Extension Center for Agriculture
  https://soiltest.umass.edu/factsheets/interpreting-your-soil-test-results
ON ANY GIVEN DAY, half of all Americans consume sugary drinks; they represent the top calorie source in the average teenager’s diet, setting the stage for weight gain and lifelong health problems like diabetes. Attractive alternatives are essential, and water is by far the best bet, because it is calorie free, inexpensive, and readily available.

Providing drinking water at playgrounds and community gathering places can enhance health. (Left: Christina Spicuzza/Flickr; below: Jim Larrison/Flickr)
BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

→ Install drinking fountains or water coolers along commonly used corridors to make water more visible and accessible.

→ Provide taps on drinking fountains or stand-alone filling stations to make filling reusable water bottles easier.

→ Connect drinking-water filters to sink faucets so people feel comfortable drinking straight from the tap.

RESOURCES

HEALTHY FOOD FOR SALE

→ “Retail and Grocery Business Guide,” City of Baltimore

→ Grocery Store Attraction Strategies: A Resource Guide for Community Activists and Local Governments, PolicyLink and LISC Bay Area
  http://research.policyarchive.org/13664.pdf

→ Food within Reach: A Guide to Opening Small Farmers’ Markets in San Jose, California, Fresh Approach
  http://foodwithinreach.org

→ “Model Beverage and Food Vending Machine Standards,” National Alliance for Nutrition and Activity

→ “Healthy Food Access Portal,” PolicyLink, the Reinvestment Fund, and the Food Trust
  www.healthyfoodaccess.org

GROWING HEALTHY FOOD

→ Growing Community Gardens, Denver Urban Gardens

  www.epa.gov/brownfields/urbanag/pdf/bf_urban_ag.pdf

→ Ground Rules: A Legal Toolkit for Community Gardens, NPLAN and ChangeLab Solutions
  http://changelabsolutions.org/sites/default/files/CommunityGardenToolkit_Final_(CLS_20120530)_20110207.pdf

DRINKING WATER

→ Increasing Access to Drinking Water in Schools, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
A roof deck with indoor and outdoor communal spaces encourages social interaction at Via6 in Seattle, Washington. (Rachel MacClean)
WHETHER OR NOT WE’RE AWARE OF IT, our surroundings significantly affect our health and well-being. Because people spend approximately 90 percent of their time indoors, projects and buildings play a critical role in minimizing exposure to toxins and protecting the health of occupants.

Noise pollution and poor lighting can take their toll on stress levels, whereas the restorative effects of natural environments, daylighting, and quiet spaces can positively affect physical and mental health. Flexible environments and programming and policies that enhance opportunities for social engagement can offer a variety of health benefits.
Research is mixed on how much of a toxin, or what length of exposure, can cause health problems, so taking specific measures to improve the quality of all indoor environments to prevent toxin exposures is important. For example, volatile organic compounds (VOCs) have been associated with a range of mild to severe illnesses and should therefore be avoided.

Through careful selection of materials and policies to mitigate the presence of toxins, developers, property owners, and managers can help minimize toxin exposure. Each year, smoking causes about one in five deaths in the United States. Smoke-free policies can improve health outcomes.

INSIGHT
Jeremy Hudson
Cofounder and CEO, Specialized Real Estate Group
FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS
Winner, 2014 Urban Land 40 Under 40

I grew up with severe allergies and asthma. While there are likely many factors that led to the severity of my experience with both asthma and allergies, I am confident that the buildings I lived and spent time in contributed to the problem. Looking back, I see that the indoor air quality of those buildings was a major contributor to my issues. Since this realization, I have become committed to practices that deliver better air quality in both our new construction and existing projects.

So many people in our country struggle with health and live a very poor quality of life because of obesity. I believe that a lack of community, caused by poor planning and development, is the root of the issue. Again, other factors contribute, but I am certain that the built environment plays a big role.

In a nutshell, I believe that developers (and others whose work influences our built environment) have an obligation to the people that will live, work in, and experience their projects. We expect a toy manufacturer to make toys that are safe and not toxic for our children, so why would we not expect the same from those who influence the places where we live.
BAN SMOKING

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

→ Establish and enforce indoor and outdoor no-smoking policies.  

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

→ Post signage in public areas informing residents, tenants, and visitors of the no-smoking policy. Clearly communicate the repercussions of violating the policy (for example, fines or eviction).

The Aria development in Denver, Colorado, mandates no smoking near buildings. (Rachel MacCleery)

Arbor House
SOUTH BRONX, NEW YORK

ARBOR HOUSE is a low-income multifamily housing development in the South Bronx, New York, that sets the bar high for green and healthy multifamily buildings. The project, developed by Blue Sea Development and the New York City Housing Authority and designed by ABS Architecture, aims to maintain healthy indoor air quality and to reduce the high asthma rates of the residents.

Several features of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)-platinum building were designed to achieve these goals. A living green wall in the lobby produces fresh oxygen, an air filtration system helps clean the air, and low- and no-VOC materials were used during construction. The development also maintains a 100 percent no-smoking policy, designed to improve the air quality in and around the development, and an integrated pest management program eliminates the need to use chemicals to keep pests away.
USE MATERIALS AND PRODUCTS THAT SUPPORT HEALTHY INDOOR AIR QUALITY

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

- Select building materials that are not known to emit harmful toxins.

  (See the International Living Future Institute’s Living Building Challenge 3.0 Red List in the Resources section.)

- Minimize occupant exposure to VOCs. Use cabinetry, doors, molding, shelving, and trim materials with low VOCs. Employ caulks, adhesives, paints, varnishes, and other finishes that are free of solvents and VOCs.

- Minimize occupant exposure to molds by using mold-resistant materials in bathrooms and other water-sensitive locations.

ECO Modern Flats
FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS

ECO MODERN FLATS in Fayetteville, Arkansas, is a one-of-a-kind rehabilitation of a 1960s apartment building. Developed by Specialized Real Estate Group and designed by Modus Studio, it is the first multifamily building in the state to be certified LEED Platinum.

ECO Modern Flats is not only designed according to sustainable principles, it also promotes a healthy lifestyle for its residents. Bio-based spray foam insulation and non-VOC paints and finishes reduce the amount of chemicals that residents are exposed to. A ductless heating and cooling system reduces mold, mildew, and dust accumulation, as do concrete floors that do not harbor dust or other allergens and are easy to clean. A strictly enforced nonsmoking policy—the first of its kind in the region—protects residents from secondhand smoke.
Use nontoxic cleaning products within buildings. Provide building occupants information on green and healthy cleaning products and practices.

**BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES**

- Remove or avoid use of carpet, which can hold allergens, and instead use smooth wood flooring or polished concrete.
- Use air filters and purifiers that exceed industry standards to keep the air clean and minimize allergies.
- Select furniture to support indoor air quality. Use solid wood rather than pressed-wood products. Choose upholstered furniture that is free of flame retardants and off-gassing chemicals.
- Incorporate walk-off mats at building entrances to reduce the amount of dust, dirt, and moisture tracked indoors.

The George Washington School of Public Health in Washington, D.C., provides walk-off mats to control dirt and dust. (Sara Hammer-schmidt)
FACILITATE PROPER VENTILATION AND AIRFLOW

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES▼

→ Improve ventilation¹⁸–²⁰ by installing and maintaining systems that increase ventilation rates above industry standards and code requirements.²¹

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES▼

→ Monitor airflow and quality to appropriately adapt ventilation systems.²²

→ Design operable windows to improve thermal comfort and place them for optimal cross-ventilation.

→ Install mechanical ventilation systems in buildings with low-leakage building envelopes.²³,²⁴

→ Install outdoor air economizers in commercial buildings to increase ventilation rates and save energy.²⁵

→ Direct outdoor air-intake systems away from sources of pollutants.²¹

The Hercules Campus, Playa Vista, California, offers operable windows. (Randall Michelson/rmpix.com)
NATURAL LIGHT—and light that mimics the look and feel of natural light—has been shown to improve feelings of well-being.\textsuperscript{26} Studies link exposure to daylight to increased productivity and increased mood in occupants of office space.\textsuperscript{27}

Outdoor lighting of streets, trails, and public spaces can improve personal safety and encourage people to walk more at night because they feel safer.\textsuperscript{28} However, measures should be taken to avoid light pollution, which can lead to disruption of the circadian clock and is linked to a number of medical disorders.\textsuperscript{29}
Optimize daylighting through site design, building orientation, larger windows, and programming of interior spaces. Use glass partitions in interior offices.

Minimize glare using task lighting and adjustable window treatments.

Minimize light pollution with automated lighting shutoffs at night and after periods of inactivity.

Provide lighting system control by occupants to promote comfort and well-being.
SOUNDS ARE ALL AROUND US—but when they are unwanted or disturbing, they become noise. Noise pollution detracts from overall quality of life in a variety of ways, interrupting sleep, disrupting conversations, and diminishing concentration and productivity.\textsuperscript{34}

Noise pollution is recognized as a public health concern with direct links to stress-related illnesses, high blood pressure, hearing loss, and sleep problems.\textsuperscript{34,35}

The Hercules Campus
PLAYA VISTA, CALIFORNIA

THE HERCULES CAMPUS in Playa Vista, California, is a 28-acre redevelopment of historic buildings into an innovative office and studio complex. Developed by the Ratkovich Company and designed by Brenda Levin & Associates and EPT Design, the project uses a variety of features to connect employees and visitors to the picturesque surroundings.

Native Californian plants preserve water, limit landscaping needs of the campus and creating a natural outdoor setting. Outdoor spaces complete with picnic tables provide options for social interaction and outdoor meetings throughout the workday. Indoors, bowed truss ceilings, open spaces, and abundant operable windows provide ample access to light and fresh air.

City noises, such as from traffic and buses, can affect health. (Aude Vivere)
MINIMIZE NOISE POLLUTION

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

- Reduce exposure to noise pollution for building occupants. For example, incorporate acoustically designed walls, double-glazed windows, and well-sealed doors.

- Minimize exposure to noise pollution in outdoor spaces. For example, plant earthen berms with grasses and shrubs or incorporate evergreens and plants with thick, waxy leaves to absorb sound.

ABOVE: Extra sheet rock and acoustic mats under the hardwood floors were used to reduce noise transfer at the SmartSpace® Harriet apartments in San Francisco, California. (Panoramic Interests)

Minimize sources of noise pollution where possible, for example, by using quiet asphalt overlays on roads.  

**BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES**

- Place more active rooms (such as kitchens) in locations that buffer sounds from rooms where noise is more problematic (such as bedrooms).  
- Use green roofs, which can absorb noise and reduce outside sound levels by up to 40 to 50 decibels.

**BLOG:** Building design and room placement can help mitigate impacts of noise. (Adapted from Level.org.nz)  
**BOTTOM:** Green roofs at the Silver City Townhomes in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, buffer noises. (Silver City Townhomes LLC)
Biophilia

BIOPHILIA is the concept that people share an innate affinity with other forms of life and nature. Research suggests that children do better in school when classrooms have natural light, that natural views shorten hospital stays, and that offices devoid of nature can contribute to employee absenteeism.

Design that follows the concepts of biophilia incorporates nature and emulates natural forms. Developers can incorporate innate preferences for natural environments by creating a variety of outdoor spaces, such as gardens, paths, and parks, which act as extensions of a building. Developers and designers can bring nature indoors by installing green walls, planting trees in large atriums, and strategically placing windows to provide landscape views. Incorporating fountains and other water installations can also convey a sense of nature within a project.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

“Biophilia: The Need to Connect with Nature,” Ambius

ACCESS TO NATURE has links to positive health outcomes. Many studies cite the calming effects of spending time in nature, and health can be harmed by a lack of exposure to nature. Views of nature have been shown to speed healing in hospitals.

Green roofs contribute to enhanced air quality, reduce energy consumption and stormwater runoff, and moderate the urban heat island effect. Green walls offer many of the same benefits as green roofs, including aesthetic enhancement, improved air quality, and noise reduction. A solid body of evidence shows that human health benefits from exposure to nature.
INCREASE ACCESS TO NATURE

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

- Maximize access to natural areas. Preserve and restore natural areas within and around your project.

- Plant trees, which support air quality, provide shade, and increase outdoor comfort. Include trees in parks and plazas and along sidewalks.

- Provide views of nature through strategic placement of windows, indoor plants, or pictures of nature.

PROJECT

Park 20|20
HAARLEMMERMEER, NETHERLANDS

PARK 20|20, a 28-acre office park in Haarlemmermeer, Netherlands, is designed with the health of the building occupants in mind. The project, developed by Delta Development Group and designed by William McDonough + Partners, features specially selected plants that are used to filter internal air through green walls that store carbon dioxide and produce fresh oxygen. Dust is minimized through a ductless floor system and through moss that acts as a natural filter.

Natural light is abundant throughout the office space, minimizing the need for much artificial light. LED lighting—the closest lighting to sunlight—was used to the extent possible, and an automated sun-shading system regulates the interior lighting based on sun and cloud cover. Each office space contains a window that can be opened for fresh air, and buildings are horseshoe shaped with large atriums that allow natural light from two sides. Natural views are provided through 22 acres of open space, which includes a central park that is visible from surrounding streets.

Singapore’s Interlace project includes water features, courtyards, green spaces, and shade as a response to the limited amount of open space in the city. (CapitaLand Singapore/ Woh Hup [Private] Limited)
INCREASE ACCESS TO NATURE

BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

► Install green roofs and green walls, where possible, to improve air quality and aesthetics.42

► Use trees and plantings to cultivate an appropriate balance between sunlight and shade, given local climate conditions.

► Provide seating and opportunities for rest within parks and green spaces.

A green roof garden provides views of green space and access to nature at Chengdu International Finance Square in Chengdu, China. (Benoy Ltd.)

INSIGHT

Colleen Carey
President, The Cornerstone Group
RICHFIELD, MINNESOTA

I BELIEVE THAT THE REAL ESTATE COMMUNITY has an essential role to play in creating healthier communities. The places that surround us can either contribute to the health and well-being of people and the planet or detract from it.

At my development firm, the Cornerstone Group, we are excited about the opportunity to create places of community change—places where art and artists, nature and open space, and opportunities for healthy living, lifelong learning and social connections are intentionally designed into our development projects. We are committed to engaging the communities in which we work as we consider new options for building strong communities.

We believe that now is the time to forge a new path and to raise the bar for future projects. We have incorporated the Ten Principles for Building Healthy Places into the planning and design of all of our new projects.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT is an important factor in creating safe, happy, and healthy places. Bringing people together in social settings can improve mental and physical health. Health benefits from social interaction include reduced risks for health issues such as depression, high blood pressure, and cardiovascular problems.

Positive social interactions can be facilitated by the physical environment—for example, through well-designed public parks and plazas, community rooms, and rooftop spaces. Programs and events are good strategies for strengthening community identity, increasing social interaction, and supporting a variety of goals related to health and well-being. Focusing on intergenerational interactions can also support well-being.

**SoundCloud**

**BERLIN, GERMANY**

**THE NEW SOUNDCLOUD HEADQUARTERS** in Berlin provides a number of healthy features, including concrete floors that reduce allergens, an on-site yoga room, and an indoor garden that provides access to nature. The design of the building also provides employees with an environment that fosters collaboration, creativity, and flexibility. Office designer Kelly Robinson, who led the project with Berlin-based architecture firm Kinzo, based the design on principles of health, wellness, and meaningful interaction.

Themed meeting rooms echo the company’s creative culture. Open workspaces and various common areas allow employees and visitors to collaborate in a variety of settings. Abundant windows and interior glass walls maximize natural light within the space. The office also provides quieter spaces for employees to relax, including a cozy “tech free” zone with beanbag chairs and a soundproofed nap room.
FACilitate Social Engagement

Evidence-Based Strategies

Create community gathering spaces—plazas, parks, dog runs, roof decks, and barbecue areas—to encourage social interaction and enhance opportunities for physical activity. Open these gathering spaces to the public to strengthen community ties.

Design on-site spaces to accommodate classes and programs that promote healthy activities, such as fitness, cooking, nutrition, and gardening.

TOP: Break rooms with kitchens and outdoor meeting areas with power outlets and wi-fi are provided for the tenants at Champion Station in San Jose, California. (David Wakely) ABOVE: At Rancho Sahuarita in Sahuarita, Arizona, residents can select from more than 50 classes per week, including karate, yoga, ballet, and tennis. (Rancho Sahuarita)
Design spaces for maximum accessibility to allow people of all ages and abilities to participate. For example, apply universal design standards to access points for outdoor parks and plazas.

### BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

- **Develop a calendar of regular programming** to keep community spaces activated and vibrant.

- **Hold larger events**, such as movie nights, music festivals, art fairs, and holiday events, to bring out large numbers of people to projects and places.

**TOP:** Public spaces can be used in a variety of ways—from exercise to relaxation to cultural activities—at Calligraphy Greenway in Taichung, Taiwan. (AECOM Asia Company Limited) **RIGHT:** Selandra Community Place arranges 20 to 30 free health, wellness, and social programs per month for people of all ages at Selandra Rise in Casey, Australia. (Stockland)
PETS

PETS OFFER COMPANIONSHIP, inspire healthier lifestyles, and positively affect physical and mental health. Dogs need to be walked regularly, which leads to more outdoor exercise as well as opportunities to socialize with neighbors. And caring pet owners tend to be responsible tenants.

This dog is drinking from a water fountain provided specifically for pets. (U.S. Marine Corps)

ADOPT PET-FRIENDLY POLICIES

EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES

- Adopt policies to support pet ownership, for example, permitting pets in residential buildings or allowing pets in offices.
- Provide infrastructure to support dog owners, for example, by providing dog parks and water stations.

Rouse Hill Town Centre
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

ROUSE HILL Town Centre in Sydney, Australia, is an innovative mixed-use and retail center that engages the surrounding community. Developed by the GPT Group and designed by CIVITAS, Rice Daubney, AJC, and Group GSA, the project’s shops and restaurants are organized in a pedestrian loop that connects to walking and cycle paths, as well as public transport. Rouse Hill provides numerous opportunities for social engagement as well.

Interactive public spaces offer various venues for community activities, including twilight movie nights, local performances, and civic events. A rooftop “secret garden” offers a quiet space for yoga classes and children’s storytelling. Outdoor play areas, including an oversized jungle gym with modern interactive games, encourage visitors to be active. Visitors to Rouse Hill are also welcome to bring their dogs and can utilize the “dog parking” areas that provide water bowls for furry friends while their owners shop or eat.
BEST PRACTICE STRATEGIES

 ➤ Allow for all types of pets—but screen the candidates. Rather than restricting dogs by breed or weight limit, establish a system to evaluate pets.

 ➤ Make the rules clear by including a pet policy in the lease that outlines the requirements and expectations for pet owners. Charge a refundable pet deposit (depending upon laws in your area).

 ➤ Undertake efforts to minimize exposure to pet allergens. Use air filters and purifiers, and avoid carpeting and fabric-upholstered furniture.  

The 1221 Broadway project in San Antonio, Texas, offers a high-quality, fenced-in dog park as an amenity for residents. (Chris Cooper)

RESOURCES

INDOOR AIR
➤ Living Building Challenge 3.0, International Living Building Institute
http://living-future.org/sites/default/files/reports/FINAL%20LBC%203.0_WebOptimized_low.pdf
(see Red List materials on page 44)

➤ Declare Product Database
http://declareproducts.com/product-database

➤ Care for Your Air: A Guide to Indoor Air Quality, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
www.epa.gov/iaq/pdfs/careforyourair.pdf

LIGHTING
➤ “Advanced Lighting Guidelines,” New Buildings Institute
http://algonline.org/index.php

NOISE CONTROL
➤ “Chapter 4: Physical Techniques to Reduce Noise Impacts,” in The Audible Landscape, U.S. Department of Transportation and Federal Highway Administration
www.fhwa.dot.gov/environment/noise/noise_compatible_planning/federal_approach/audible_landscape/al04.cfm

NATURE
➤ Green Roof Guide, Groundwork Sheffield
www.greenroofguide.co.uk/

➤ Arbor Day Foundation Tree Nursery

SOCIAL CONNECTION
➤ “Eleven Principles for Creating Great Community Spaces,” Project for Public Spaces
www.pps.org/reference/11steps

➤ “Principles of Universal Design,” RL Mace Universal Design Institute
www.udinstitute.org/principles.php

PETS
➤ Model Pet Ownership Policy, American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
www.petsincondos.org/ASPCAModelPetOwnershipPolicy.pdf

➤ Establishing a Dog Park in Your Community, American Kennel Club
https://images.akc.org/pdf/GLEG01.pdf
The LEED Platinum–certified Hydro Place in Manitoba, Canada, features open stairs and a green roof.
(Gerry Kopelow)
A number of certification programs exist for various facets of the built environment, from buildings to landscapes to entire communities. Many of these programs include elements that directly relate to human health.

- BREEAM
- Blue Zones Certification
- Enterprise Green Communities Certification
- Indoor AirPLUS
- Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
- Living Building Challenge and Living Community Challenge
- One Planet Community
- Star Community Rating System
- Sustainable Sites Initiative Rating System (SITES)
- WELL Building Standard
BREEAM

APPLIES TO: BUILDINGS, NEIGHBORHOODS

BREEAM (BRE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT METHOD) is an environmental assessment method and rating system for buildings that has been applied to projects all over the world. Launched in 1990 in the United Kingdom by the BRE building research organization, BREEAM uses a broad set of performance measures to evaluate the design, construction, and use of buildings. Though primarily applied to projects in the United Kingdom, the BREEAM process is flexible and can be adapted and applied internationally.

BREEAM can be used for a variety of project types and phases, referred to as “schemes”: new construction, existing buildings currently in use, refurbishment and renovation, and community planning. With the exception of in use, projects can be certified at both the design stage and the final (postconstruction) stage. Certification at the design stage is optional, but recommended.

The performance measures used within BREEAM are grouped into ten categories—including one devoted to health—which each have a certain number of points that can be earned:

- Energy (operational energy and carbon dioxide);
- Management (management policy, commissioning, site management, and procurement);
- Health and well-being (indoor and external issues—e.g., noise, light, air quality);
- Transport (transport-related carbon dioxide and location-related factors);
- Water consumption and efficiency;
- Materials (embodied impacts of building materials);
- Waste (construction resource efficiency and operational waste management and minimization);
- Pollution (outdoor air and water pollution);
- Land use (type of site and building footprint); and
- Ecology (ecological value, conservation, and enhancement of the site).

The relative importance of each category varies within BREEAM, so points for each category are multiplied by an environmental weighting factor. Once the total number of points is determined, the project is given a rating from one to five stars (pass, good, very good, excellent, or outstanding).

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.breeam.org
BLUE ZONES CERTIFICATION

APPLIES TO: CITIES AND TOWNS

THE BLUE ZONES PROJECT® COMMUNITY CERTIFICATION PROCESS is based on the research of Dan Buettner and a National Geographic team that identified areas of the world—referred to as Blue Zones—where people tend to live long lives. The Blue Zones Communities certification process is a true community effort: it requires various community stakeholder groups to pledge to meet specific goals.

Certification applies to entire cities or towns, and Blue Zones Communities are nationally recognized as great places to live, work, and play. Individual organizations—worksites, restaurants, grocery stores, and schools—can also achieve Blue Zones designations upon completing specific actions.

To become a Blue Zones Community, a city or town must achieve the following:

- At least 20 percent of citizens sign the Blue Zones Personal Pledge and complete one action.
- Completion of the Blue Zones Community Policy® Pledge.
- At least 50 percent of the top 20 community-identified employers become a Blue Zones Worksite™.
- At least 25 percent of independently or locally owned restaurants become a Blue Zones Restaurant™.
- At least 25 percent of public schools become a Blue Zones School™.
- At least 25 percent of grocery stores become a Blue Zones Grocery Store™.

The certification process for a community requires a coordinated effort between local policy makers, residents, employers, restaurants, schools, and grocery stores to meet the goals. The Blue Zones framework is helping cities and towns actively advance and promote health and well-being. Currently, several communities in California, Hawaii, Iowa, Minnesota, and Texas have achieved or are working toward becoming Blue Zones certified.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
- www.bluezones.com/services/cities
- www.bluezonesproject.com/communities
ENTERPRISE GREEN COMMUNITIES CERTIFICATION

APPLIES TO: AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENTS

THE ENTERPRISE GREEN COMMUNITIES CERTIFICATION aims to apply the health, economic, and environmental benefits of green construction techniques to affordable housing developments. Enterprise defines affordable housing as projects targeted to prospective renters at or below 60 percent of area median income or prospective buyers at or below 80 percent of area median income. Projects eligible for certification have at least 80 percent of units designated affordable and at least 80 percent of the space designated for residential use.

Enterprise Green Communities Certification is a two-step process. First, an online application is completed for eligible projects during the design phase. Once a project is selected and upon completion of its construction, the project team submits additional documents. Enterprise Green Communities does a final review to determine whether the development has met the criteria before awarding certification.

Based on construction type (new, moderate rehabilitation, or substantial rehabilitation), a set of mandatory and optional measures from the Enterprise Green Communities Criteria Checklist are required for certification. Measures fall within the following eight categories:

- Integrative Design;
- Location and Neighborhood Fabric;
- Site Improvements;
- Water Conservation;
- Energy Efficiency;
- Materials Beneficial to the Environment;
- Healthy Living Environment; and
- Operations and Maintenance.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.enterprisecommunity.com/greenportal
INDOOR AIRPLUS

APPLIES TO: NEW-CONSTRUCTION HOMES

INDOOR AIRPLUS, a program of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, provides specifications to protect indoor air quality in new homes. This program, which is free to participate in, builds on the existing Energy Star certification, given to homes that meet specific criteria for energy efficiency. Indoor airPLUS homes must also earn the Energy Star label, resulting in new-construction homes that not only are more energy efficient than homes built to minimum code, but also provide better indoor air quality and comfort for occupants.

For a new home to become Indoor airPLUS qualified, design and construction features are utilized that help protect homes from indoor contaminants. Specifications fall into seven categories: moisture control; radon; pest barriers; HVAC systems; combustion pollutant control; low-emission materials; and home commissioning. Requirements within each category must be met to earn the Indoor airPLUS label. Homeowners of Indoor airPLUS homes are also given educational materials on the best ways to maintain the home and which personal behaviors may degrade indoor air quality.

Upon completion of the requirements, homes are inspected and verified by an independent third party to ensure compliance with the program's guidelines and specifications. Once verified, Indoor airPLUS homes can be labeled and nationally recognized for their role in protecting both human health and the environment. The EPA also has an annual recognition program—the Indoor airPLUS Leader Awards—for market leaders who participate in the Indoor airPLUS program and provide their homebuyers with healthier indoor environments.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.epa.gov/indoorairplus
LEADERSHIP IN ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (LEED)

APPLIES TO: BUILDINGS, NEIGHBORHOODS

LEED, a program of the U.S. Green Building Council, is a well-known certification system for green building. LEED certification is recognized as the leading achievement in green building. Projects that become LEED certified are designed to save money, conserve energy, reduce water use, and improve the health of occupants. LEED provides a checklist for developers and architects who want to create buildings and communities that are sustainable in a variety of ways.

A project can achieve four levels of certification: certified, silver, gold, and platinum. Five ratings systems are designed to meet the needs of different project types: Building Design and Construction (BD+C); Interior Design and Construction (ID+C); Building Operations and Maintenance (O+M); Neighborhood Development (ND); and Homes. Each rating system has specific combinations of credit categories, and the number of points achieved determines the project’s level of certification.

Although the primary focus of LEED is energy efficiency, many credits directly relate to strategies that can improve human health. Certain credits are designed to improve indoor air quality and ventilation, promote access to transit and services, and promote walkability, among other strategies that have direct links to health.

Registering a project for LEED currently costs $600. Certification fees vary based on the size of the project.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.usgbc.org/leed

There are four levels of certification. The number of points a project earns determines the level of LEED certification the project will receive. Typical certification thresholds are:

- **CERTIFIED**: 40–49 points
- **SILVER**: 50–59 points
- **GOLD**: 60–79 points
- **PLATINUM**: 80+ points
LIVING BUILDING CHALLENGE AND LIVING COMMUNITY CHALLENGE

APPLIES TO: BUILDINGS, COMMUNITIES

TWO PROGRAMS OF THE INTERNATIONAL LIVING FUTURE INSTITUTE help planners and developers design, build, and certify community-scale projects and buildings that advance measures of sustainability requirements in the built environment: the Living Building Challenge and the Living Community Challenge.

The Living Building Challenge and the Living Community Challenge both comprise seven performance categories, referred to as petals: place, water, energy, health and wellness, materials, equity, and beauty. These petals are further divided into 20 subcategories—referred to as imperatives—that are cultivated from best practices from the fields of architecture, engineering, planning, landscape design, and policy. Cost of certification varies widely, depending on the size of the project and the type of certification selected.

The Living Building Challenge has seven typologies: renovation, infrastructure and landscape (such as roads, bridges, plazas, sports facilities, or trails), buildings (new or existing), and community (consisting of multiple buildings in a continuous campus, neighborhood, or district).

The Living Community Challenge has three certification types. Living Community–certified projects meet all of the 20 required imperatives. Petal Community–certified projects meet the requirements for at least three petals (at least one must be the water, energy, or materials petal; certain imperatives are mandatory). Net-zero-energy-certified buildings must meet the requirements for the energy petal.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

- [https://living-future.org/lbc/](https://living-future.org/lbc/) (Living Building Challenge)
- [http://living-future.org/lcc](http://living-future.org/lcc) (Living Community Challenge)
ONE PLANET COMMUNITY

APPLIES TO: NEIGHBORHOODS AND MASTER-PLANNED COMMUNITIES

THE ONE PLANET COMMUNITIES PROJECT is a program of the One Planet Living Initiative, which aims to reduce humans’ impact on the planet and encourages sustainable living. A One Planet Community is a development that is designed to be energy efficient and promote attractive, affordable, healthy, and environmentally-friendly living. The program focuses not only on buildings but also on services and infrastructure. The communities follow the ten One Planet Principles that guide the One Planet Living Initiative.

Developers can apply the One Planet Principles to their projects and receive endorsement as a One Planet Community by participating in a three-step process:

• Development of a One Planet Action Plan based on the One Planet Principles;
• A commitment to deliver on the Action Plan; and
• A commitment to undergo an annual review of progress.

A BioRegional adviser, called a Sustainability Integrator, is assigned to each community to assist with implementation of the action plan. Participants in the program also have access to a panel of experts to provide guidance and advice on plan development and implementation.

This program is designed to complement existing national and international design standards, such as LEED and BREEAM. Private developers and public entities with development responsibilities are the target applicants for this program. Although the program is suitable for any new or redevelopment project, the ideal project applicant will be mixed use with a large residential component, be at a scale viable for shared infrastructure (such as water, energy, and transport), have existing or planned connections to public transit, and demonstrate a sensitive use of land.

Ten Principles: Zero carbon, Zero waste, Sustainable transport, Sustainable materials, Local and sustainable food, Sustainable water, Land use and wildlife, Culture and heritage, Equity and local economy, and Health and happiness.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.oneplanetcommunities.org

Grow Community, on Bainbridge Island, Washington, has incorporated the ten principles of One Planet Living. (Rachel MacCleery)
STAR COMMUNITY RATING SYSTEM

APPLIES TO: CITIES AND TOWNS

THE SUSTAINABILITY TOOLS FOR ASSESSING AND RATING (STAR) Community Rating System is a framework and a certification and recognition program for sustainable communities. The STAR framework can be used as a planning tool to aid in decision making and community engagement around sustainability efforts, and communities can also apply to be a STAR-certified community.

STAR aims at helping cities and counties achieve healthier environments, stronger economies, and improved quality of life for residents. Because certification is at the city level, government agencies are the primary applicants though partnerships are encouraged. Partners can become STAR Affiliates to support the mission of STAR Communities.

The rating system helps local governments assess their sustainability efforts in seven goal areas: built environment; climate and energy; economy and jobs; education, arts, and community; equity and empowerment; health and safety; and natural systems. Each goal area has a set of objectives that are tied to a point system. Upon application submission, local governments have the flexibility to select the objectives that are most relevant to their communities. The STAR Communities technical team reviews the submissions and assigns a STAR certification based on the points achieved. Certification lasts for three years: after that period, the community is expected to measure its progress and then apply to be recertified.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:

www.starcommunities.org

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CERTIFICATION LEVELS</th>
<th>POINT RANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting STAR Community</td>
<td>50–199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three-STAR Community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognized for sustainability leadership</td>
<td>200–399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Four-STAR Community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognized for national excellence</td>
<td>400–599</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-STAR Community</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognized as top tier achiever in national sustainability</td>
<td>600+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SUSTAINABLE SITES INITIATIVE RATING SYSTEM (SITES)

APPLIES TO: LANDSCAPE DESIGN

THE SUSTAINABLE SITES INITIATIVE (SITES) is a partnership between the American Society of Landscape Architects, the U.S. Botanical Garden, and the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center at the University of Texas at Austin. The SITES Rating System evaluates how well a landscape supports environmental sustainability, based on advice from experts in soil, water, vegetation, and materials science.

The system is modeled after and aligned with the LEED Green Building Rating System, and representatives of the U.S. Green Building Council participated in the development of the second version of the SITES Rating System. The SITES v2 Rating System was developed after a two-year pilot program tested the first version of the rating system on more than 160 projects.

The SITES v2 Rating System can be applied to projects with or without buildings, including open spaces, streetscapes and plazas, residential neighborhoods, infrastructure, and commercial space. The central goals of the certification system are to

- Create regenerative systems and foster resiliency;
- Ensure future resource supply and mitigate climate change;
- Transform the market through design, development and maintenance practices; and
- Enhance human well-being and strengthen community.

Depending on the health of a site’s existing ecosystem, the overall aim of a project should be to conserve, manage, restore, or generate ecosystem services.

The SITES v2 Rating System evaluates landscape projects in ten major categories that follow typical design and construction phases. These categories are divided into 48 different credits, which offer 200 total potential points to a given project. Eighteen characteristics are required for a site to be considered for certification, with 30 characteristics offering points to a given project. For instance, a site is required to “conserve habitats for threatened and endangered species,” but a project earns three to six points for “redeveloping degraded sites.” To be certified, a project must earn at least 70 points, with the highest level of certification—Platinum—requiring 135 points. To date, SITES has certified 34 projects as sustainable, all through the pilot program that used the SITES 2009 Rating System.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
www.sustainablesites.org/rating-system
THE WELL BUILDING STANDARD is a certification program that focuses on the elements of building design and performance that address the health and well-being of building occupants. Pioneered by Delos and administered by the International WELL Building Institute, WELL includes 102 features that are grouped into seven categories: air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort, and mind. Grounded in evidence-based medical and scientific studies on the impacts of the built environment on human health and wellness, the WELL Building Standard completed an extensive peer review prior to its public release in October 2014.

Examples of WELL building features include circadian lighting technologies that support the body’s sleep and wake cycles, advanced performance requirements for indoor air and water quality, and active design strategies that encourage physical activity.

As of November 2014, nearly 8 million square feet of building projects in the United States and globally had registered to pursue WELL certification. The WELL Building Standard version 1.0 is optimized for commercial and institutional projects and is available for core and shell, tenant improvement, and new construction and renovation. Projects can earn Silver, Gold, or Platinum WELL Certification, and recertification is required every three years to ensure that WELL-certified buildings continue to maintain required levels of performance.

Third-party certification is delivered through the International WELL Building Institute’s collaboration with the Green Building Certification Institute, the LEED certification body. WELL has been designed to align with other green building certification systems, including LEED and the Living Building Challenge, and applicants are encouraged to apply for certification in both WELL and other standards that promote environmental sustainability.

Future plans for WELL include updated versions to address the specific performance requirements of multifamily residences, retail and restaurants, sports facilities and convention centers, schools, and health care facilities—each of which is in active pilot stage.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
http://delos.com/about/well-building-standard
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Building Healthy Places Toolkit: Strategies for Enhancing Health in the Built Environment outlines opportunities to enhance health through changes in approaches to buildings and projects.

Developers, owners, property managers, designers, investors, and others involved in real estate decision making can use the strategies and tactics described in this report in their projects to create places that contribute to healthier people and communities and to enhance and preserve value by meeting growing desires for health-promoting places.